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HOMEBREWERS COMMENTS:
Breckenridge 471 Double IPA has an abundance of
hops on the nose and palate. Malt was very faint and
maybe a little more subtle for a traditional IPA. Finish
is somewhat bitter from the amount of hops at 70
IBU’s. Nice hazy amber and orange color with a thick
head and good retention, lacing nicely down the sides
of the glass.

Breckenridge
Small Batch 471 IPA

STYLE DEFINITION:
Take an India Pale Ale and feed it steroids, ergo
the term Double IPA. Although open to the same
interpretation as its sister styles, you should expect
something robust, malty, alcoholic and with a hop
profile that might rip your tongue out. The
Imperial usage comes from Russian Imperial
stout, a style of strong stout originally brewed in
England for the Russian Imperial Court of the
late 1700s; though Double IPA is often the
(beeradvocate.com)
preferred name.

471 IPA. Aggressive Hoppiness
Hoppy? Brother, 471 IPA redefines hoppy.
471 is a small batch, limited edition ale that
was created by our Brewmaster to separate
the weak from the strong. 471 is a double
IPA, that combines Pale, Munich,
Caramel-30, Carapils and Torrified Wheat
malts, with Chinook, Centennial, Simcoe and
Fuggles hops. It has a big sweet mouthfeel,
followed by more hoppiness than you've ever
had at one time. Enjoy.
Beer Style: Double IPA (India Pale Ale)
Flavor: Big sweet mouthfeel balanced by
aggressive hoppiness
Yeast: British Ale Yeast
Malts: Pale, Munich, Caramel-30, Carapils,
Torrified Wehat
Hops: Chinook, Centennial, Simcoe, Fuggles
Color: Copper
Bitterness Units: 70
Alcohol By Volume: 9.2%
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